What’s new in GiftWorks 2015?
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2006, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 2.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2008, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 11.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2010, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 20.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2011, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 30.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2012, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 47.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2013, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 64.
If you are upgrading from GiftWorks 2014, then read about
what’s new in GiftWorks 2015 starting on Page 109.

Upgrading From GiftWorks 2006
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard or GiftWorks 2015 Premium.
GiftWorks 2015 Standard is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
GiftWorks 2015 Premium builds on the new features of GiftWorks 2015 Standard and offers
several enhanced tools and capabilities. The new features in GiftWorks 2015 Premium include:
 Customizable user security
 Seasonal address management
 Additional custom fields
 Discounted mailing support
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
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Changes to Donors
The primary change in GiftWorks 2015 is in the structure of donors and the relationships between
donors, other donors, households and organizations. In earlier versions of GiftWorks, donors had
to be designated as either Individuals or Organizations. There were separate types of SmartLists
for each type. Individuals could be linked to a Household, which provided some limited ability to
address the household member donors as a single unit. It was not possible to directly attribute a
donation to a household: the donation had to be input as from one of the household members “on
behalf of” the household. It was not possible to create a SmartList of households, nor was it
possible to accurately report on donations from households. Each household member and
organization contact had to be entered into GiftWorks as an individual, which resulted in inflated
donor counts (for example, a household with 3 members would appear in your donor count as 3
donors, even if you only ever dealt with the household as a single unit). Although GiftWorks made
it easy to track information about separate household members individually, it provided only
limited ways to deal with a household as a single unit.
GiftWorks 2015 Standard provides a new structure for donors, households, organizations and for
the relationships between those entities, as detailed below. All Donors now contain the same
fields for storing information and can be retrieved in the same SmartList.
Also new in GiftWorks 2015 Standard are Donor Profiles. When adding a donor, you can choose
between a Donor with no profile, Donor with a Household profile, or Donor with an Organization
profile. Each of the profiles includes the same fields, but choosing an Organization or Household
profile gives you a visual clue as to the type of donor and also provides access to some features
specific to that type of donor (for example an “Add Household Member” link for Household
profiles).

Households
When adding a Household, you can enter all of the information about the household members
into one Donor (with or without the Household profile). If you do not need to track any individual
information about any of the household members, but deal with them only as a couple (John and
Mary Smith) or as a family (The Smiths) for solicitation and donation purposes, you need only
create the one Donor to represent the entire household. If you want or need to track information
about one or more members of the household, you can create household member records for
them, optionally as Affiliate donors (see below). Donations can be directly attributed to the
Household, and households are returned along with all other donors when you create a SmartList
(assuming they meet the criteria that you set for the SmartList).
Organizations
When adding an Organization, you can enter all of the information for the organization and its
primary contact into one record (assuming that you do not plan to communicate with the contact
in any other capacity than as the organization’s contact). If you do need to communicate with the
contact separately, you can create a donor for the contact and link it to the Organization donor. If
you don’t need to communicate with the contact separately, but would like to track information on
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the contact separately from the Organization, you can create a donor for the contact, link it to the
organization and designate it as an Affiliate (see below).
Some of the Organization fields from earlier versions of GiftWorks have been removed from
GiftWorks 2015 Standard. They are:
- Number of employees
- Region
- Industry
- Annual Revenue
- EIN
- Acronym
- Relationship
Any data you have stored in these fields will not be available after you complete the database
upgrade process, except that you will have the option during the upgrade of copying the
Relationship information to a custom field.
The ability to specify a Parent-Branch relationship between organizations has also been
eliminated. Any such relationships will be removed by the upgrade process.
Affiliate Donors
Another new feature of GiftWorks 2015 is the ability to designate any donor as an Affiliate. Doing
so lets you track information about that donor without including the donor in donor counts,
SmartLists, reports or mailings. You always have the option of explicitly including Affiliates using
SmartList criteria, but by default they are not included. Affiliate donors can be used for household
members, organization contacts, and for other community members whose information you want
to track but whom you don’t intend to solicit and from whom you don’t expect to receive
donations. If you decide that you do want to add an Affiliate to your regular pool of donors, or if
you receive a donation from an Affiliate, you can always remove the Affiliate designation and
thereby convert the Affiliate to a regular donor.

PREMIUM
Seasonal Addresses
GiftWorks has always allowed you to enter multiple addresses for every donor. GiftWorks
2015 Premium now adds the ability to set recurring Seasonal Addresses for each donor.
The seasonal addresses automatically are used as the current mailing addresses during
the specified, active time period for each seasonal address.
You can add multiple seasonal addresses per donor, giving you full control over where to
send mail throughout the year. The active time periods for a donor’s seasonal addresses
cannot overlap.
GiftWorks 2015 Premium automatically updates donor mailing addresses every day when
you sign in to GiftWorks. If a donor has a seasonal address, GiftWorks 2015 Premium
sets the current mailing address during the daily update for those donors whose seasonal
addresses are active on that day. The automatic update is brief and no other users will be
able to sign in to GiftWorks 2015 Premium until the update is complete.
A seasonal address update may be run manually from the Database and Maintenance
area of the Settings section.
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GiftWorks 2015 Premium also includes a new Donor Addresses Report. GiftWorks
automatically updates Donor addresses in the report and indicates which donor
addresses are the current mailing addresses. Using the filter options, the report can be
modified to include primary, seasonal and informational addresses.

SmartLists
In previous versions of GiftWorks, it was necessary to create separate SmartLists for
Organizations and Individuals, which made it difficult to send one mailing to donors of both types,
amongst other problems. In GiftWorks 2015 Standard, there is a single type of SmartList (Donors)
that encompasses both Individuals and Organizations.
Another new SmartList feature for donor SmartLists is the ability to specify up to four custom time
periods and then show total giving per donor during each time period and/or use that total giving
per donor as a SmartList criteria. This can be helpful for comparing donor giving year-over-year,
for example.
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We have also added the ability to place SmartLists into categories, which makes it easier to keep
your SmartLists organized, particularly if you have a large number of them.

Donor Groups
In GiftWorks 2015 Standard, you can use multiple groups as SmartList criteria (for example
“Show donors whose: group is ‘Member’ and whose: group is ‘Gold Sponsors’). This example
SmartList criteria would show those donors who are in both the Member group and in the Gold
Sponsors group. This was not previously possible. You can also now show which groups a donor
is in as a column in SmartList results or in reports.
Tasks
GiftWorks 2015 Standard lets GiftWorks users view and edit tasks assigned to any other user.
The new View and Manage Tasks screen gives you a filterable view of all the tasks in the system.
Using this view makes it easy to get an overview of all of the activity going on between your staff
and donors.
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Reports
Several new reports have been added to GiftWorks 2015. Be sure to check out all the new
reports to see how they can help you better understand your GiftWorks information.
Other report improvements include the ability to view reports based on calendar or fiscal year, pie
chart views for additional reports, and the ability to choose reporting options before a report is run
and to more closely control the options for reports.
Mailings
GiftWorks 2015 Standard now includes several improvements to the Mailing Center. A spelling
checker is now available in the letter editor. You have additional new flexibility in formatting
envelopes and labels, including being able to specify color, font type, style and size, and more.
You can now specify both primary and secondary sorting when creating a mailing, which can
ensure consistency when generating multiple mailings. New printing and saving options allow you
to control how you produce and save mailings, which can help with customizing individual letters
and with saving or printing large mailings. For example, if your need to load special paper to print
your letters, you can send the letters to the printer one at a time instead of just in one big batch.
PREMIUM
Discounted Mailing Options
The Mailing Center can now assist GiftWorks 2015 Premium users in producing USPS
discounted mailings by automatically sorting addresses, printing tray labels, and printing
the mailing details to complete required postage documentation for your mailings. The
additional automatic sorting for mailings by GiftWorks 2015 Premium can help you save
postage expenses and time.
USPS discounted mailings are mailings that have more than 200 pieces and meet
weight, shape and size standards to qualify for discounted rates.
GiftWorks 2015 Premium assists in generating Standard Mail Machinable letters and
Standard Mail Automation letters. Automation discounted mailings include the correct
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barcodes for each address. Nonprofits authorized by the Postal Service are eligible for
additional savings on Standard Mail rates.
Before creating your first discounted mailing, enter your Mailer Information in Change
Your Organization Information in the Settings area. The Post Office City, State and
ZIP/Postal Code refer to the post office from where you send your mailings. Check
Sectional Center Facility if the Post Office from where you drop off your mailings is a
SFC. Enter your mailing fee expiration date, and GiftWorks will remind you of the pending
expiration in the Reminders area of your Home Page.
Refer to the GiftWorks 2015 Mailing Center Guide for tips, checklists and how-to’s on
sending USPS discounted mailings.

Customizations
You can now create custom payment types and choose which pieces of information should be
entered for each custom payment type. Additional fields are available to be inserted into reports
and letters and to be used as SmartList criteria. We have added the ability to print out the values
contained in any customizable list. You can also customize the start page of GiftWorks to include
different reports and other information – you can set it up however is most useful for you.
Additional Batch Updating Options
You can now apply more updates to all of the items in a donor, donation or pledge SmartList,
including membership renewal dates, campaigns, funds, appeals and removing donors from
groups.
Internationalization
GiftWorks now works with the regional settings on your computer to determine the date format
and currency to use. GiftWorks also provides significantly improved support for international
addresses and phone numbers.
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PREMIUM
Security Levels
GiftWorks 2015 Premium features a significant change in the database security levels available.
In GiftWorks 2015 Premium you can increase or decrease your security level to best meet your
database security needs. All GiftWorks databases are initially set at the Basic Security level.


Basic Security: Any user is allowed to sign in to use the GiftWorks database. The user
name is used to track history as information is added or changed in the database. The
Settings area can be protected by an Administrative Password and users are prompted
for the password to enter Settings. Users still have access to all other areas of the
database. This is the same level of security that exists in older versions of GiftWorks.



Standard Security: Only users created by the database administrator can sign in to use
GiftWorks. Passwords are required by all users to sign in. Any user can be designated as
an administrator and the administrator may modify settings. All users have access to all
other areas of the software. The administrator can also change the user role, add and
delete user accounts, change the user name, and activate/disable user accounts.



Advanced Security: Each user is also assigned a role and which features in GiftWorks
the user in that role can access. Users are assigned to the Guest, User, Manager or
Administrator roles. Each role is predefined, but may be customized by the administrator.

GiftWorks 2015 Premium administrators can also Manage User Accounts. Each security level
provides different levels of control over user access to GiftWorks.


Basic Security allows the administrator to change the names of users.



Standard Security allows the administrator to set two different levels of user access:
 Standard User can access all areas of GiftWorks except the administrative
options in the Settings section.
 Administrative users can access to all areas of GiftWorks including settings.
Administrators can also change user names, delete user accounts, set user
passwords and activate user accounts. Users cannot sign in to GiftWorks 2015
Premium until their user account is activated.



Advanced Security assigns a role to every user as a Guest, User, Manager or
Administrator. Roles are predefined with access to certain areas in GiftWorks 2015
Premium, but they can be fully-customized in the Manage Roles area. All users assigned
to that role will have the same area access.

For additional information about choosing a database security level, refer to the GiftWorks 2015
Security Guide.
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PREMIUM
Additional Custom Fields
GiftWorks 2015 Premium allows you to add up to 3 times as many fields as compared to
GiftWorks 2015 Standard and other earlier versions.

Continue reading about What’s New in GiftWorks 2015
starting on the next page.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2008
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard or GiftWorks 2015 Premium.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in both GiftWorks Standard and
GiftWorks Premium.
(Continued on next page)
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SmartEntry – the new way to enter donors and donations
You will be able to design and customize your own data entry pages where you can tab through
fields quickly and easily. This feature saves data entry time and is a must-have for nonprofits that
need to quickly and easily enter donors and donations.
Design your own SmartEntry page – choose the fields you want to use

Design your own SmartEntry page – change the layout
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Donor Merge
Dealing with donor names and information can inevitably lead to duplicate donors. This feature
will enable you to merge duplicate donors so the entire donor history does not have to be rekeyed.
Select the donors to merge
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Enhanced Contact Data
GiftWorks 2015 will allow you to specify secondary and tertiary addresses, phones, and emails
for donors and display them in SmartLists and Reports.
Editing an address

Editing a phone or email
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SmartFields - Enhanced Mailing Capabilities
GiftWorks 2015 will now give you the tools to create custom calculated fields using new
SmartField functionality in mailing letters (i.e. "Last year you donated $x. Would you consider
increasing your gift to [$x+$50] this year?"). GiftWorks will also now provide the ability to
customize tables that are inserted into letters for donations, pledges and honorariums/memorials.
These changes will enable you to create better solicitations and acknowledgements that will
quickly lead to more money raised.
Creating a SmartField

Creating a calculated SmartField
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Creating a conditional SmartField
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Zero-Dollar Donations
GiftWorks 2015 will now allow donations with a value of $0, which greatly improves options for
managing your in-kind donation program.
Enable the option in Settings

Confirm a zero-dollar donation
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Improved Import Donor Matching
The current importer matches import information to existing donors using a combination of name
information. GiftWorks 2015 will give you the option to choose which field you want to use to
match to existing donors in GiftWorks.
Choosing the matching options in the GiftWorks importer
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New Update via SmartList Options
New options include changing Donor and Donations Custom Fields, adding Tasks, adding and
removing names from Mailing Lists, and changing Donation Amounts.
New SmartList Update options

Continue reading about What’s New in GiftWorks 2015
starting on the next page.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2010
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard or GiftWorks 2015 Premium.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in both GiftWorks Standard and
GiftWorks Premium.
(Continued on next page)
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File Attachment – adding files to donors
Attach files to donors in GiftWorks to keep important information easily accessible.
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Custom Fields – numbers and currency
GiftWorks now has support for number and currency custom fields for donors and donations.

Improved Receipting – manage receipts got a whole lot better
Year-end receipting and Canadian receipting will all be much easier with GiftWorks 2015, plus
overall enhancements to receipting process will give users more control and flexibility.
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Reports and SmartList Exporting and Emailing – easily share your reports and SmartLists
Various export formats supported depending on the report type (for example, export graphical
reports, such as pie charts, as PDF files). Emailing a report is now as easy as printing or
exporting it, right from GiftWorks 2015.
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Improved Pledge Payment Handling – more powerful tools to manage pledge payments
Additional options for handling pledge payments that are higher or lower than the amount
expected, spanning multiple expected payments. Also, GiftWorks now handles a certain type of
“open-ended” pledge.
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Save Report Views – save reports just the way you like them
GiftWorks now includes the ability to name and save specific report format customizations and
include them in your list of Favorite Reports.
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Phonetic Search – find donors with more flexibility
You can now find donors based on how they sound. This will help find donors that were hard to
find, improve data entry, and reduce the possibility of entering duplicate donors.
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Improved Mailing Tools – create letters, envelopes, and labels with more flexibility
New options have been added to improve the creation of letter, envelopes, and labels.
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Duplicate Donor Finder – find duplicate donors in GiftWorks
Duplicates happen. Use this new tool to identify and manage duplicates quickly and easily.
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More powerful notes – do more with donor notes
Notes will now be searchable and available for inclusion in SmartList criteria.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2011
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard or GiftWorks 2015 Premium.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in both GiftWorks Standard and
GiftWorks Premium.
(Continued on next page)
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Soft Credit Donation Recognition – credit one or more donors for a donation.
Soft Credits allow users to credit a donation to one or more donors who cannot be credited for the
gift from a legal or tax-credit standpoint but in some way influenced the donation.
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Email Communication Improvements – email without using Outlook
Users are able to choose to send email using Microsoft Outlook or by configuring standard email
settings to use their outgoing mail server. Configuring these standard email settings will be
similar to what users have experienced when setting up any email client.
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View GiftWorks Activity – view a history of actions performed in GiftWorks
Users can search on and print the activity for specific users, dates and actions.
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Improved Notes/Tasks Management – do more with notes and tasks
Tasks can be created without associating them to a donor as well as allowing them to be
assigned to other users. Notes can be flagged as Critical notes so they provide special
notification every time the donor is viewed.
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Improvements to Adding a Donor – add extra fields to the "Add a Donor" screens
nd
rd
Address, phone and email name along with 2 and 3 phone and email fields will be included.
Users can also optionally choose to add more fields.
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Organize Custom Fields – group custom fields into categories
Categories can be added to help group custom fields. The custom fields will be displayed within
these categories when modifying or displaying a donor or donation.
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Database Backup/Restore Improvements – redesigned for easier use
The backup and restore screens have been redesigned to provide more instruction and to help
guide users through the process.
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SmartEntry Improvements – copy and save progress for SmartEntry pages
Progress in a SmartEntry can be saved and continued later. SmartEntry pages can be copied
and date fields can be defaulted based on the current date. Multiple groups and mailing lists can
be specified in SmartEntry pages and all payment type fields have been added as available fields
for donations.
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SmartList Improvements – see more with SmartLists
Criteria can be viewed without editing a SmartList and users can choose to allow others to edit
any of the SmartLists that they created.
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Mailing Improvements – make mailings more powerful
Support for the Intelligent Mail Barcode has been added to mailings. New fields are available for
letter templates and all dates can now be displayed in short or long format. Letter templates can
now be hidden. The body of an email can optionally be sent as a PDF attachment. The source
of the mailing is always available in the mailing heading so users always know where they
started.
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Report Improvements – more information customized for you
The donor summary report can be fully customized to include only what you want to see.
Anonymous donations can be customized to hide the donor name in all reports. Totals can be
displayed on charts without moving the mouse over the chart.
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Mapping Donors – view donors on a map or search for donors in an area
Donor addresses can be geocoded individually or by SmartList. Users can search for donors
within a specified radius of a specified zip code or latitude/longitude. Donors can be viewed on a
map by SmartList or individually.
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Zip Code Lookup – auto-fill the city, state and country
With a simple keystroke users can look up the city, state, and country and then insert them into
the appropriate fields.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2012
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard or GiftWorks 2015 Premium.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in both GiftWorks Standard and
GiftWorks Premium.
(Continued on next page)
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Constant Contact Integration – GiftWorks can be configured to integrate with your Constant
Contact account. This will allow you to synchronize your lists of contacts in Constant Contact
with donors in GiftWorks. Instead of having to import and export information between GiftWorks
and Constant Contact, you can now keep everything up to date with a few clicks. Optionally, you
can synchronize your donor address, phone and custom field information in GiftWorks with
contact information in Constant Contact, to more effectively create personalized emails from
Constant Contact.

Some of the other benefits of this integration are:


View your Constant Contact email campaigns from within GiftWorks, to review the
status of your emails such as number of sent mails, opened emails, clicks bounces
and more



Improved management of bounced emails to help in the cleanup of invalid or
obsolete emails
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View Constant Contact email history such as emails sent, emails opened, links
clicked and more while displaying a donor in GiftWorks

Click on the Social tab within a donor profile to see the Constant Contact Summary. You can
control the View Options as well.

Your Constant Contact lists will now show in GiftWorks as Mailing Lists.
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Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn Integration – Any GiftWorks user can sign into their Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn accounts from within GiftWorks. This provides many benefits such as:


Display your Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn news feeds on the Home page in one
combined view.

Social News Feed – You can add Social Feed to your Home Page. You can choose the settings
that best suit your needs by clicking on the down arrow. You can then choose which social feed
to display, the number of posts to display or to hide the feature.
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View Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn profile information and recent activity by
clicking on the Social tab when viewing a donor in GiftWorks.



Write on a donor’s Facebook Wall, send a Tweet or Twitter Direct Message to a
donor without leaving GiftWorks
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Search for donor’s Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn Id’s when editing a donor.

Address Validation – Using our existing partnership with MapQuest, GiftWorks now has the
ability to validate addresses and optionally update them based on the suggested MapQuest
address. This functionality is available when adding a donor, adding/editing a single address or
for a list of donors in a SmartList. While not an officially USPS certified address, this feature can
provide you with a high level of confidence that your donor addresses are accurate.

Mapping – You can choose to view the donors of this SmartList on a map or validate the donors
address from this area.

View These Donors on a Map
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This process will also store geocode information with each address. This includes
latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates. This will support the ability to create reports that plot
addresses on a map, donor lookups based on distances from a map point, and more powerful
mapping tools.

When doing this process from a SmartList or from within Settings, it will only validate the “Mailing”
address
If you add/edit ANY TYPE of address, you can validate from there as well.
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SmartList Criteria and Options for validating:

Soft-Credit Recognition Improvements






Donor SmartLists - Many additional Soft-Credit History and Overall History criteria
and columns are now available, including Fiscal Years and Custom Periods
Donation SmartLists – Additional columns to include information for up to 3 softcredits per donation
More flexibility for donor directed funds to only credit the amount to the soft-credit
donor when viewing overall giving
Allow soft-credit amount to be greater than the donation amount, optionally displaying
warning message when this occurs
More visibility of soft-credit information when displaying a donor

Campaign Analysis Tools- Track Campaign Goal, Budgeted Expenses and Actual Expenses


New Campaign Analysis report to evaluate campaign effectiveness for a single
campaign or by comparing campaigns
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New Home page Campaign widgets to show campaign effectiveness for a single
campaign or by comparing campaigns

You can customize the Main Column of your Home Screen to include Campaigns and Campaign
Analysis. You can then choose the settings that best suit your needs by clicking on the down
arrow. You can choose to show Budgeted Expenses, Actual Expenses, Income Goal and/or
Actual Income. You can choose to show Received Donations, Pledged Donations or Received
and Pledged Donations. You can also set the size of the pie chart to Small, Medium or Large.

You can also choose what Campaign(s) you want to include. Click on the dropdown arrow next
to the Campaign field. Check the boxes next to the Campaigns you want to include. Note – if
you want to show ALL Campaigns you will leave this field blank.
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New Home page Campaign thermometer widget to show campaign progress for a
single campaign

You can add the Campaign Thermometer by clicking on customize on left. Next click on the Side
Column tab. Choose the settings that best suit your needs by clicking on the down arrow. You
can choose to show Received Donations, Pledged Donations or Received and Pledged
Donations. You can choose the color you would like for your thermometer.

In order to use this feature you will need to go to Settings to define a Campaign Goal. Click on the
“Go to the Settings area” link.
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Here you can edit the Campaign and enter in the Goal information.

You will now see the thermometer on the Home Page.
Quick Email and Quick Mail – Send a quick email to a donor or print a quick letter for a donor by
selecting an existing mailing letter and then modifying the resulting letter as necessary and
sending it without having to go through normal mailing process. These options are found under
the Mailing Tasks area on left when viewing a donor.
Quick Email:

Quick Mail:
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Share Saved Report Designs – You are now able to share saved report designs with other
users. Other users can add the saved report design to their list of Favorite Reports while
protecting the author’s saved report design.
Click on the Save Report Design on left under Related Actions

Name your Report and enter a Description if you would like. Check the box beside “Share this
report with other users” if you would like to share it.
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When you click on Save it will add your saved report format to your MY FAVORITE REPORTS
area on the main Reports screen.
If you chose to share a Report, the other user(s) will need to choose to Manage their My Favorite
Reports, then check the box next to that Shared Report.

They will now be able to see any report that was shared – it will be listed as Saved Report.

Improved SmartList Management – View SmartLists and Manage SmartLists have been
combined into one option to make it easier to manage your SmartLists in one place. Some other
improvements include:




Delete a SmartList while viewing
Added Options tab information to View Criteria option
New Administrator option to Manage Other Users SmartLists to assist in handling
“orphaned” SmartLists (THIS FEATURE IS ONLY AVAILABLE IN GIFTWORKS
PREMIUM).

When saving a SmartList, if you check the Share this list with other users checkbox, you will then
also have the option to Allow other users to change this list. This will allow other users to edit
your SmartList.
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SmartList Improvements


Donor SmartList – Additional criteria and columns for Earliest and Most Recent
Donation (e.g. Campaign, Fund, Appeal).



Donor SmartList – Additional criteria for Number of Mailings.
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Donation SmartList – Additional payment information criteria, new Acknowledgement
Date criteria

Filter/Sort Notes, Tasks and Files – Choose your preferences for viewing the items on the
Notes, Tasks and Files when displaying a donor. These include the type of items to include (e.g.
Mailings, Notes), the date range to include and whether to sort newest to oldest or oldest to
newest.
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Mailing Improvements












Save mailing letters in RTF or PDF format
Send mailing for a single donation, single pledge
Send donation or pledge mailing for a single donor
Improved options for payment information in Donation Table
Option to include text for the email body when attaching the letter to the email as a
Pdf
Options to sort mailing by last, first and organization name
Rename a letter without editing
Letter editor – toolbar option to insert hyperlink, section and page layout
improvements
Customized Mailing Tables – Links to hide or show all columns
Edit Donor Mailing List – Include address information to distinguish donors with the
same name
Manually change receipt information for a single donation

Additional SmartUpdate Options





Complete or open tasks for a specific task name
Change mailing address country of donors
Change display name format of donors
Option to Cancel any SmartUpdate after it is processing

Prefix, Gender, Organization Addressee Preferences – When adding a new donor, default
preferences are now available to control whether Gender and Prefix are guessed, default female
prefixes (e.g. Mrs. or Ms.), and preferred organization addressee formats.
Quick Import – Quickly import donations or pledge payments from a predefined spreadsheet
layout. Interactively review the donations to optionally change the matching donor or matching
pledge payment in GiftWorks.
Hide/Show Reminders Widget – You can now optionally choose to hide/show the Reminders
widget just like any other widget on the Home screen
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New/Modified Reports





Pledge Balances Report – New report to print received payments and outstanding
pledge balances for a specified date range
Donor Notes Report – Filter the notes for one or more titles
Donor Tasks Report – Filter the tasks for one or more task name
Recently Lapsed and Lapsed Donor Reports – Base on Current or Previous Calendar
or Fiscal Year

Reporting Improvements




Report progress dialog for better feedback during report generation
Improved Exporting of List Reports to Excel – Reports have one option to export to
Excel that will create spreadsheet files compatible with all versions of Excel
Additional print options when printing list style reports (e.g. Orientation, Fit to Page
and Repeat Headers)

Increased Visibility of Donor Id – Optionally include when displaying a donor. Also, is available
for Donor, Donation and Pledge SmartLists as columns and criteria.
Add Household Members – Optionally create new household members as Affiliate donors.
Default is to create new household members as Affiliate donors.
Donation API – Methods available to add, update, delete and retrieve donations into your
GiftWorks database from another software component or script.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2013
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard, GiftWorks 2015 Premium, or GiftWorks
2015 Pro.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in GiftWorks Standard, GiftWorks
Premium, and GiftWorks Pro.
(Continued on next page)
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Integration with FirstGiving – GiftWorks is now part of the FrontStream family of companies,
which includes FirstGiving. This partnership allows GiftWorks to offer some great new
functionality.
You are now able to process credit cards right inside GiftWorks as you add donations and receive
pledge payments. To get started, you simply need to use the option in the Settings area to find
your organization and accept the terms the terms and conditions.
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You are now ready to start processing credit card payments in GiftWorks.

Whenever you add a donation or receive a pledge payment, use the ‘FirstGiving Credit Card’
payment type to display the PCI compliant FirstGiving credit card collection page in the GiftWorks
dialog.
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If you want to take advantage of the advanced FirstGiving features and already have a
FirstGiving account, simply enter your username, password and PIN to verify who you are. If you
don’t have an account, click on a link to setup a FREE FirstGiving account.
The advanced features allow you to Customize a ‘Donate Now’ page for your organization. Then
you can add a button to your website or include a link in your emails or social media connections
to start collecting donations.
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Even better, you can easily download the donations collected using FirstGiving into GiftWorks to
track the donors that are giving to your organization.
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Grant Management – Many organizations rely on grants to help provide the necessary financial
resources to accomplish their mission. GiftWorks 2015 includes features that will help you
manage the administrative tasks that are required during the grant application process.
GiftWorks will help you keep track of all the deadlines and requirements for each grant to make
sure you don’t miss anything. You will also be able to evaluate which funders have provided your
organization with the most grant money.
Add the foundations, corporations, agencies or other organizations that award grants to
GiftWorks as donors and mark them as grant funders.

Add one or more grants for a grant funder donor in GiftWorks. Details about the grants for a
donor are available on a new Grants tab. The summary of all grants for the donor is included with
details about open, active and closed grants.
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Viewing an individual grant will show details about that grant. Notes, tasks and attached files
can be added for a grant to help track all the activity and requirements. If a grant is approved,
money can be received by adding donations for the grant or adding a pledge to track scheduled
payments for the grant.
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The status of the grant, key dates can be updated as the grant application is submitted and the
grant is approved or declined. You can track the requested, awarded, received and outstanding
amount for the grant.
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You can create donor, donation and pledge SmartLists based on grant information. For
instance, find all donors that with a grant that is due next week, or the donors that have
given more than 10,000 in grant money last year, or all donations for a specific grant.
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You can run detailed lists, analysis and chart reports.
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Membership Tracking – Memberships are used by many organizations as a way to solicit
donors to support their organization financially. These can vary from fees that are required to
received certain benefits from a organization to recognized membership levels based on the
amount of a gift. GiftWorks 2015 will allow you to define the membership programs for your
organization and track the donors for each membership.
Membership programs are made up of levels and each level is defined by dues, duration of the
membership, when the membership starts and can also include benefits.

Each donor can have one active membership, one pending membership and an unlimited number
of inactive memberships. Details about the donor memberships are available on a new
Memberships tab.
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Viewing an individual membership will show details about that membership.

Membership dues can be paid in a few ways. A donation or pledge can be assigned to the
membership or if you don't consider membership does as donations, you can also enter an other
paid amount that won't be included in donation totals for the donor.
GiftWorks also includes SmartList fields and criteria, reports and homepage widgets to help users
track membership information across all donors.
To make processing membership expirations and renewals easier, GiftWorks has an option to
process memberships.
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MailChimp Integration – Similar to the integration with Constant Contact introduced in GiftWorks
2013, GiftWorks can now be configured to to work with your MailChimp account if your
organization uses MailChimp as their email service provider. This will allow you to synchronize
your MailChimp contacts with donors in GiftWorks. Instead of having to manually make updates,
or trying to import and export information between GiftWorks and MailChimp, you can now
synchronize information with a few clicks.
The process of connecting is very similar to the Constant Contact integration with just a few
exceptions. First you will have to authorize GiftWorks to connect with your MailChimp account.

Next you need to choose which of your lists you want to synchronize with GiftWorks. MailChimp
has two levels of "groupings" (Lists and Groups) where Constant Contact only has one level
called Lists. In MailChimp a Group more closely relates to a GiftWorks Mailing List, so you will
choose which MailChimp List you want to synchronize with GiftWorks. The primary reason for
this is because custom fields, which will map to GiftWorks fields, are created per list.
After you have chosen a list you will then see the options for your MailChimp Groups. For each
MailChimp group in your chosen MailChimp list a new GiftWorks mailing list will be created.
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You will have options to synchronize only mailing lists or full donor information as well as tell
GiftWorks which fields match to fields in MailChimp. After the initial synchronization only donors
changed in either MailChimp or GiftWorks will be updated.
You will be able to view your MailChimp email campaigns from within GiftWorks, to review the
status of your emails such as number of sent mails, opened emails, clicks, bounces and more.
This includes the ability to manage bounced emails to help in the cleanup of invalid or obsolete
emails.
GiftWorks will show MailChimp email history such as emails sent, emails opened, links clicked
and more while displaying a donor in GiftWorks.
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Add Tasks to Your Calendars – Prior to GiftWorks 2015, when you created a task there was no
way to see that task unless you opened GiftWorks. GiftWorks now has the ability to add tasks to
your other calendars as calendar events or appointments. This currently includes your Google
calendar, Windows Live calendar and Outlook calendar.

Getting connected to a calendar service is an easy 3 step process. After you are connected with
the calendar service you can choose which of your calendars you want to add tasks to from
GiftWorks. Once completed, every time you create or edit a task in GiftWorks you can choose to
update one or more of the calendars with the task details.
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The tasks are only sent one direction from GiftWorks to the calendars. For instance, if you delete
an item from your Google calendar that task won't be automatically deleted from GiftWorks.
If you edit the task in GiftWorks and change the title and date, and choose to update your online
calendar(s), GiftWorks will try to update the appointment in the selected calendar(s). GiftWorks
will look for the old title and date/time and will update the existing appointment if it finds it. If it
doesn't find the old title and date/time, you have deleted the appointment from your calendar(s)
and it will add the appointment to your calendar(s).
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Large Theme Option for Easier Reading – GiftWorks 2015 gives users the ability to change the
font sizes to a larger size. GiftWorks includes 2 possible themes - the default theme and the
large theme. The default theme is what GiftWorks has been using since GiftWorks 2006. The
large theme increases the size across most GiftWorks pages for easier reading. There are some
pages that could not be changed but the vast majority of the pages will display a larger font.
In order to change the theme, you must be signed out of GiftWorks. Users will click on the Help
menu item and choose "Choose a visual theme".

In the dialog, you can choose between the two themes.
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When you sign back into GiftWorks you will see that the font sizes throughout GiftWorks are a
larger size. As a result, list columns may also have increased in width and height.
Here is the Donors Dashboard in the default theme.

Here is the Donors Dashboard in the large theme.
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Ability to Organize Letter Library Letters – GiftWorks 2015 allows you to organize all your
letters in the letter library into categories that you define. They are no longer organized in the
fixed categories of Donor, Donation, Pledge and Receipt. For customers that have a lot of letters,
this will make it easier to keep them organized and find the right letter when you need it.
Letters are still classified as Donor, Donation, Pledge and Receipt types. This defines what
type of mailings the letters are designed for and controls the which fields can be inserted.
However, you can select any letter type for any type of mailing and GiftWorks will warn you if you
have fields in the letter that are not supported for that type of mailing.
GiftWorks 2015 allows you to setup your own letter categories. Much like SmartList categories,
letters can be added to and moved between categories regardless of the letter type.

Although letters are still classified as Donor, Donation, Pledge and Receipt types, GiftWorks 2015
allows any letter to be used for any mailing. Previously users could only use donor letters for
donor mailings and donation letters for donation mailings and so on. GiftWorks will warn you of
each individual field that is not valid for that type of mailing.
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For example, if you send mail to a list of donors and you choose a donation letter, GiftWorks will
look at each field in that letter and highlight it in red if it isn't a valid field for a mailing. So if you
had included the individual donation amount in the letter, GiftWorks will warn you because trying
to insert an amount for a specific donation doesn't make sense when sending a letter to a donor
that has more than one donation.

If you choose to continue in this example, the fields that are highlighted in red will be replaced
with blanks.
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Reorganization of the Settings Area – The Settings area has been redesigned to make it easier
for you to find what you’re looking. In addition, the options have been rearranged so the most
important options necessary when setting up a new database are near the top.
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Some examples are the following Settings areas:
Organizations Options and Setup

Fields, Lists, and More
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Tools, Updates and Integration
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Improved Integration with Events – For customers that are using the optional Events Addin,
GiftWorks 2015 has improved integration with Events.
Events now has the option to use donations to track individual payments for reservations. For
customers that want to track event reservations money as donations, this prevents double-entry
of the reservation payment amount and a separate donation. Events still has the option to enter a
reservation payment amount that is separate from donation money.

In addition, any other donation or pledge can be attributed to an event. It does not have to be a
payment for a reservation. This provides improved tracking of the total received income and
expected income for an event since it now includes all donations and pledges associated with the
event.
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The financial summary for an event includes donations income and pledge information. Donor
SmartList event financial criteria and columns and report columns include all event income.
Donation SmartLists can be created based on event information.
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GiftWorks now provides more options to work with an event while you are viewing a donor. You
can add a donor as an event participant or add/update an event reservation.
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Send Quick Email To Donors in a SmartList – Similar to sending a quick email to a donor, you
can now send a quick email to a list of donors in any SmartList. This is designed to be used when
you want to send a static letter (no personalized information) to a list of donors. Define the letter
from scratch or start with an existing mailing template. It includes flexible options to only send to
the donor primary emails or all donor emails, adding additional emails and more.
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Post a Social Message – GiftWorks 2015 makes it easy to post a social message to all your
online connections at the same time. You can create a new message or select a recently sent
message and post it your Facebook wall, any Facebook pages you administer and your Twitter
and LinkedIn accounts. You can save any sent message to be selected the next time you want to
post a social message.
On the Home page, there is a new option to Post a Social Message.
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Digitally Sign and Encrypt Email Letters Attached as PDFs – GiftWorks Premium customers
will be able to optionally apply a digital signature and encrypt the PDF when emailing from
GitfWorks. This is available when you choose one of the options to attach the letter as a PDF to
the emails. This is great news for our Canadian customers since this is required by the Canada
Revenue Agency to email donation receipts.
When sending an email mailing and choosing the option for "Letter is attached to the email as a
PDF" or "Letter is attached to the email as a PDF and in the body of the email" you will have two
new options for handling that attached PDF.
The first is to digitally sign the PDF.

The PDF files are digitally signed by using one of the digital certificates installed on your
computer. The drop down menu will list those certificates in the Personal or My store area. You
can test the digital signing process by clicking the Test Certificate button and selecting a test PDF
file. If everything is correct with the certificate a digitally signed PDF file will be saved in the same
location as the test PDF file for your review.
The second is to encrypt the PDF.

Select the option to encrypt the PDF and then enter a password. Each user will need to enter the
password to open the PDF file.
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Flexible Date Range Selections for Reports and SmartLists – GiftWorks has always provided
a wide range of dynamic date range selections such Current Year, Previous Year, Last 30 Days
and Last 3 Months for reports and SmartLists. Custom dates can always be used for special date
ranges but unfortunately they are fixed and are not based on the current date.
GiftWorks 2015 provides a wide range of flexible date range selections such as Last X Days, X
Months Ago, X Years Ago and many more where you provide the ‘X’ value.
For example, for a SmartList date range criteria, you can select X Years Ago, specify 3 for the
number of years and it will always select the dates 3 years ago based on the current date.

This is also available when defining custom periods for a donor SmartList.
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And when selecting a date range for a report.
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SmartList Improvements – GiftWorks 2015 has added some new features to SmartLists that
make them even more powerful and easy to use.
SmartList criteria for number and currency fields can now be compared to any other number or
currency field. For example, this will allow you to create a SmartList of donors that gave more
this year than last year.

Create SmartList templates for each type of SmartList to default the criteria and columns for
every new SmartList that is created.
For example, if you want every new donor SmartList to select donors with an Active status and
include the display and emails columns, create a SmartList like that, name and save it (in this
case, Default Donor SmartList).
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Then, in the Settings area, choose that SmartList as the Donors SmartList Template.
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With View and Manage SmartLists, there is a new option to sort by newest to oldest or
oldest to newest within category to help you find your SmartLists.
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Viewing a Donor – Customize the Columns Displayed on the Donations Tab – Similar to
customizing columns for SmartLists or reports, each user can now customize the columns that
are displayed for the donations displayed on the Donations tab when viewing a donor. This
allows you to include the information that is important to you.

The Customize Columns link is used to customize the included columns and the width of the
columns.

In addition, the Donations tab when viewing a Grant, Membership or Event can also be
customized.
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Share SmartEntry Sessions – GiftWorks 2015 allows you to share SmartEntry sessions with
other users. You can create a SmartEntry page, enter some rows of information, save the
session and then share it with other users. This allows you to create an entry template for others
to use.

When you save a SmartEntry session, you can share it for others to use and, optionally, allow
other users to change the saved SmartEntry session.

For example, this is a great option for the entry of a recurring set of donations that need to be
added to GiftWorks monthly. Any users authorized to enter the information contained in the
SmartEntry (e.g. donors or donations), can use the SmartEntry session.
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Mailing Template Improvements – GiftWorks 2015 provides additional options for inserting
pictures into your mailing templates. GiftWorks already allowed you to insert a picture that was
inline with the letter text but now you can insert pictures that are in front of the letter text or where
the letter text wraps around the picture.

GiftWorks 2015 provides additional format options available for dates that include only the date
(not the time).
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GiftWorks 2015 has additional mailing fields for first and last amounts and dates for donations,
soft-credits and overall giving.

With GiftWorks 2015, Conditional SmartFields now handle the conditional inclusion of entire
paragraphs without leaving blank lines.
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Recurring Donation Profiles – GiftWorks 2015 can help you track those donors that give
recurring donations. You can define one or more recurring donation profiles for a donor,
describing the recurring donation such as frequency, amount, time period, payment type and
more.

The recurring profiles for a donor are displayed on the Donations tab when viewing a donor.

Then you can create SmartLists of donors based on recurring profile information and expected
recurring giving per month, quarter and year. And create detailed list and chart reports based on
expected recurring giving per month, quarter and year.
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Configurable Functional Limits – GiftWorks 2013 introduced some functional limits such as
number of mailing recipients, donor search results, report items and so on. These were added to
help manage performance for customers with a large number of donors and donations. These
limits are still recommended in most cases and are the defaults but these limits can now be
changed in the Settings area.
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Donor SmartList Criteria and Columns for Prospecting Analysis – New Donor SmartList
criteria and columns are available for notes, tasks and mailings that will help you perform
prospecting analysis by tracking the number of “touches” you have made with donors. These
include total number, current and previous year number, first and most recent dates and more.
Mailing Lists Available as Column on SmartLists and Reports – Similar to Groups, Mailing
Lists can now be included as a column on SmartLists and Reports. The Mailing Lists columns is
a string delimited list of the mailing lists for a donor. For SmartLists, this also now allows you to
use the Mailing List criteria to find all the donors that are included in each of a specific list of
mailing lists.
Donor Reports Include Giving Totals – Many of the donor reports now include donor giving
totals such as Total Giving, Current Year and Previous Year for Donations, Soft-credits and
Overall Giving. These can be included as columns for detailed list reports or used to create chart
reports. This includes reports such as Donors By SmartList, Donors By Profile, Donors By
Category and Donors By Group.
Donation History By Selected Metric Report – GiftWorks 2015 includes an incredibly powerful
Donation History report that allows you to create donation giving chart reports by a large selection
of choices such as Campaign, Appeal, Honorarium/Memorial, Donor Profile, Donor Category,
Gender, Marital Status, State, Country, Status, Donor Source, Assigned To, Donor and Donation
Custom Field List Dropdowns and more.
SmartUpdate Improvements –
 Improved SmartUpdate selection page allows you to minimize the Donor or Donation
options.
 New SmartUpdate to update the Directed Purpose for donations.
 New SmartUpdate to record a mailing history entry for donors.
 Improved the SmartUpdate option to change the fund for donations and pledges. This
SmartUpdate now allows you to optionally update the accounting transactions for
donations that match the specified fund but have different accounts. This is a useful
option to update historical transactions when the account configuration is changed for a
fund.
Donor Search Improvements –
 You can now choose to have GiftWorks automatically select the donor when only one
donor is returned by the search results.




For Basic Search, Nickname is now included in search.
For Advanced Search, State, Any Email Address, Any Phone Number, Note Title and
Description are now included as search options.
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Donor Merge Improvements –
 Database lock no longer required to merge two donors.
 Added and changed date displayed when Finding Duplicate Donors or Merging Donors to
help you decide which donor should be merged.
SmartList and Report Column Customization – GiftWorks has many columns available to
select for SmartLists and reports and it can be challenging to work with the columns (such as
changing the order) once they are selected. To help with this, the selected SmartList and Report
columns are now sorted to the top of the Customize dialog.
Importer Donor Match Options – New options to match donors from your import file to
GiftWorks donors based on primary email or primary phone.
Recent Backups – Backup name shows dropdown of the 10 most recent backup names.
Volunteer Improvements – For customers that are using the optional Volunteers Addin, the
following improvements are included for tracking volunteer hours and assignments:
 Top 20 Volunteers By Number of Hours has been updated to allow selection of the
number of volunteers to include.
 There are many additional donor SmartList criteria and columns based on volunteer
hours and job assignments to help you find your top active volunteers.
Miscellaneous Enhancements – The following are some of the small enhancements:
 Two more campaign thermometer widgets available on the home page.
 Option for Satellite View when viewing donors on a map.
 Intelligent Mail Barcode print string for mailing Export Recipient List option.
 Configure GiftWorks with QuickBooks - Option Do Not Link Remaining Accounts similar
to import option to Ignore Remaining Fields.
 Indicate your default choice for using receipts to acknowledge your donations.
 Payment Types for expected pledge payments now available on Donation SmartLists and
Expected Payment reports.
 Settings donor default option to turn off the Proper Casing of names when adding a new
donor to GiftWorks.
 Original pledge amount tracked for use in reports and SmartLists.
 The Donor and Donations Dashboards are shown by default instead of the Overview
pages.
 Account Id field for GiftWorks accounts expanded to support 15 characters.
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Upgrading From GiftWorks 2014
What’s New in GiftWorks 2015?
Congratulations on your purchase of GiftWorks 2015. The tools that you need for donor and
donation management are all right where you need them with GiftWorks. You can put your
information to work for you with GiftWorks 2015 Standard, GiftWorks 2015 Premium, GiftWorks
2015 Pro, or GiftWorks Anywhere.
GiftWorks 2015 is the next generation of GiftWorks. We’ve made many changes and
improvements in this new version that will make your GiftWorks experience even better.
Reading through this guide will help you understand how important features have been changed
and improved from previous versions of GiftWorks, and will help you get up to speed with the new
version as quickly as possible.
The new features in GiftWorks 2015 are available in GiftWorks Standard, GiftWorks
Premium, and GiftWorks Pro.
(Continued on next page)
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FirstGiving Enhanced Integration
In 2013, integration with FirstGiving’s fundraising platform was first introduced. This integration
enabled organizations to seamlessly download donation information into GiftWorks. GiftWorks
2015 builds upon this integration by enabling organizations to download event registrants,
fundraisers, team information (teams and captains), and more so that this information can be
used for additional fundraising efforts.
Let’s take a quick look at how this integration works.
In FirstGiving, we’ll look at a typical fundraising page. This fundraising page for Organization for
Autism Research includes information about the fundraisers that are involved with the
organization and teams and events that are formed to support the organization.
FirstGiving Fundraising Page

In addition, there is the ability to donate directly to the organization.
Donate to the Organization
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As the fundraising for your organization grows and expands, having this information in GiftWorks
is important for follow up, new solicitation, reporting, etc. GiftWorks 2015 makes this information
easy to download and use. Let’s see how we download this information into GiftWorks.
First, you’ll need to ensure that you’re properly connected to your FirstGiving account within
GiftWorks. This is done in the Settings >> Tools, Updates, and Integration >> FirstGiving
Integration area where you’ll search for your organization name.
FirstGiving Charity Search

Next, you’ll select your organization and agree to the terms and conditions. Please read these
terms and conditions carefully before agreeing. The next screen will show you that the basic
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integration with FirstGiving is completed. But, to download all your fundraising information, you’ll
need to take one more step. Enter your FirstGiving username, password, and PIN into the
FirstGiving integration page and click the Verify button.
Enter Your Username, Password and Pin

After clicking the Verify button, you’ll see that the advanced FirstGiving integration is now
enabled.
Advanced FirstGiving Integration
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At the bottom of the screen, you’ll notice that there is a “Download Your Information into
GiftWorks” option. This is the option we’ll choose to use the new integration capabilities in
GiftWorks 2015.
Download Fundraising Information
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The screen above shows the 3 types of information that can be downloaded into GiftWorks. It
includes:
1. Fundraiser, Event, and Team information - fundraising registrations are downloaded
into GiftWorks. Fundraisers are those individuals who have registered to be part of an
event, joined a team, or have created a team.
2. Online Donations - any donations that have been given to your organization.
3. Registration Fees - any registration fees that have been paid as part of registering for an
event. If you don’t want to track registration fees as donations in GiftWorks, simply skip
this step.
In general, you should follow the order of these to ensure an orderly download. Let’s start with
Step #1.
Connect with FirstGiving to Retrieve Fundraising Registrations

GiftWorks will display the number of fundraising registrations that are available to download.
Note: When this download process is complete, GiftWorks will inform FirstGiving that these
fundraising registrations have already been downloaded so that they are not downloaded again at
a later time (unless the registration has changed). Click the Next button.
Fundraising Registration Details
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GiftWorks now displays a list of all the fundraising registrations that are available to download.
There are a number of options on this page:
1. You can click on an individual fundraising registration to view more details in the lower
box. You can also edit this information to make changes prior to downloading into
GiftWorks.
2. You can uncheck fundraising registrations if you do not want to download certain
registrations at this time.
3. You can click the link in the “Matching” column. Most often this link will say “Automatic”
which most often means that GiftWorks will add a new donor. This column may also
indicate if a donor was already found in GiftWorks through its donor matching process.
In addition to the registration information (donor name, etc.) you can also see the team name, the
event name, and more. Once you’ve reviewed the fundraising registrations in this list, click the
Next button.
An Additional Option
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GiftWorks provides an option to be able to optionally add any donors that get downloaded in the
process to a Mailing List in GiftWorks. When you’ve made the selection, click the Next button.
Ready to Download

When you’re ready, you can click the “Download Registrations” button. This will begin the
process of downloading the registrations, adding any information to GiftWorks, and then updating
FirstGiving with the results (so that these registrations are not downloaded in the future). You will
see the progress that is made on the screen as the registrations are downloaded.
Download Results

GiftWorks has successfully downloaded this information as shown on the screen above.
The Specific Details of the Download Process
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GiftWorks will provide a summary of what was completed in this process.
There are 2 more steps in this process, but before we move on to the next steps, let’s quickly
review some of the information that was downloaded into GiftWorks.
If we go to the donor dashboard, we will see the new donors (fundraising registrants) that have
been added to GiftWorks (Sue, Steve, & Jonny).
Donor Dashboard

If we view Sue Wallace’s donor information and click on the Details tab, we will see a
“Fundraising Information” section dedicated to her fundraising involvement.
Details Tab for Sue Wallace
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In the screen above, you will see that through FirstGiving she was involved with the “2014 Bank
of America Chicago Marathon” and that she was on the “Jogging for Josh” team. The History Tab
for Sue will also indicate how this information was added to GiftWorks.
History Tab

In addition to the fundraising registration information that’s been downloaded into GiftWorks, the
team and event information has also been downloaded. This can be viewed in the Settings >>
Fields, Lists, and More >> Change GiftWorks Built-In Fields area.
Events and Teams
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Events

Teams
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Let’s return to the download process and complete the other 2 steps.
Downloading Online Donations

Step 2 of the process downloads donation information into GiftWorks. This functionality was
introduced in the previous version of GiftWorks but has been enhanced in GiftWorks 2015.
The process is similar to step #1 but with options applicable to donations. Let’s look at the list of
donations.
Donation List
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In the list above, you can see a $25 donation given from Bill Smith. This donation was given
though Sue Wallace’s fundraising page. The following screen shows more information from this
list and the last column includes information about the fundraiser (in this case, Sue Wallace).
Donation Fundraiser Information

From the previous 2 screen, you can see a few new pieces of information that will be
downloaded. The “Events” and “Source” column include information that will be downloaded with
the donation. The “Match Payment” column will indicate if a donation that is being downloaded
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matches an outstanding pledge payment. If so, the donation will be used to credit the
outstanding pledge payment to ensure that pledges are being properly maintained.
The next screen will contain a variety of options when downloading donations into GiftWorks.
Donation Options

Be sure to review these options to best understand how they affect your donations. The “Softcredit” options are especially important and control how a fundraiser will be credited for a
donation received as part of their fundraising efforts. When you are ready, click the Next button.
When you are ready to download the donations, click the “Download Transactions” button and
your progress will be shown on the screen.
Download Donations
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The last screen of the process displays summary information about the donations that have been
downloaded.
Finishing Up

When viewing the donation we just downloaded, we can see how this information can be helpful
in better understanding the fundraising surrounding this donation.
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Donation Information

Notice how Sue Wallace (the fundraiser whose donation page generated this donation) has been
soft-credited for the donation. Also notice the Fundraiser Information section which includes the
Event information for this donation.
Step #3 of the process downloads Registration Fees. This process is almost identical to
Step #2 and we’ll skip going through the details of that process.
But let’s look at a few other areas in GiftWorks where this integration with FirstGiving is helpful.
SmartLists will include criteria that will help you discover and create meaningful lists based on
powerful fundraising criteria.
Donor SmartList Criteria
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Notice the Fundraising Info section where you can see criteria like:
● Is a Fundraiser = who is actively raising funds through an online page/event?
● Is a Team Captain = who is leading a team and soliciting others to be involved?
● Any Event Participant = registered for a specific event or events
● Any Event Team Member = member of a specific team or team
● Donated to Event = what donors gave to specific events?
● and much more…
When creating a donation SmartList, there are Fundraising criteria available also.
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Donation SmartList Criteria

Reports are also available to give you access to lists, charts, and graphs related to your
fundraising information.
Donor Reports
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Donation Reports
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These reports will help you better understand who is fundraising on your behalf, how many
fundraising dollars are being generated, and who are your most active and productive fundraisers
and advocates. For instance, the following report shows the comparison of dollars raised for your
events.
Donations by Event
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Conclusion
The enhanced integration between GiftWorks 2015 and FirstGiving provides a powerful
connection between your donor and donation management and your online fundraising efforts.
This will help you to be more effective in your fundraising by ensuring that all your information is
available through GiftWorks for solicitation, reporting, communication, and relationship building.
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FastTransact Enhanced Integration
In 2014, GiftWorks introduced integration with FastTransact...FrontStream’s online payment
processing platform. In GiftWorks 2015, this integration has been enhanced in a few ways that
will make it even easier to work with FastTransact and GiftWorks together.
Multiple Page Download
For those organizations that use multiple FastTransact pages as part of their donation or payment
collection process, you will now be able to download donations/payments from all your pages into
GiftWorks at the same time. In the previous version of GiftWorks, if you used multiple payment
pages, you needed to repeat the download process for each page reconfiguring the integration in
the Settings area each time.
If GiftWorks 2015, when going through the download process, you will notice a “source” column
when viewing the list of transactions that are available for download. The “source” is the
FastTransact page (url name) where the donation/payment was processed.
Source Column in Download List

This source information can optionally be used to set the appeal in the imported
donation/payment so that you can analyze the donations/payments in GiftWorks and what page
was used to receive them.
Options When Downloading Transactions with Source Information
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Directed/Restricted Field
In the previous version of GiftWorks, there were limited options when trying to setup a
directed/restricted field on a donation/payment page. In GiftWorks 2015, we’ve worked to
improve the FastTransact and GiftWorks integration by making the setup and use of a
directed/restricted field easier. A directed/restricted field is helpful when you want to provide the
donor/payer an option to choose where this donation should be used. Let’s walk through the
setup of the directed/restricted field in FastTransact Partner Portal and then we’ll download the
information into GiftWorks.
The first step is to setup a Payment Flex Field in FastTransact. You’ll want to login to your
Partner Portal account and go to the Site Settings area. Locate the “Export ID” field for the Flex
Field that you want to use as your “directed/restricted” field. Enter “GiftWorksRestriction”. This
will be used to let GiftWorks know which Flex Field will act as your directed/restricted field.
Setting Up the Flex Field in PartnerPortal
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Be sure to set up the options in your Flex Field based on your desired directed/restricted choices.
In our case, we’ve set up a “Directed To” field.
Directed To Option Setup

When donations/payments are made, the person will have to choose a “Directed To” option.
Making a Donation and Choosing a Directed To Option
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After this donation is processed, it will be available to download into GiftWorks.
Download Transactions into GiftWorks
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In the above screen, notice that the Directed field contains the information that was entered when
the donation was being made. When this download process completes, the donation will now
contain the correct “Directed To” information.
Donation Information
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Tribute Designation and Download
In GiftWorks 2015, we’ve improved the way in which FastTransact tributes (In Honor Of, In
Memory Of) are downloaded into GiftWorks. In the previous version of GiftWorks, the tribute
information was included in the Directed column during the download.
In FastTransact, you’ve always been able to designate a tribute when making a
donation/payment as shown in the following screen:
Tribute Donation/Payment
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When downloading this donation into GiftWorks, you will have the option to create the tribute in
GiftWorks and associate it with the donation.
Tribute Options
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Most often you will want to choose the option to create the tribute.
After the download is complete, let’s look at this donation and how it is associated with the tribute.
Donation with a Tribute
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This tribute has also been added to GiftWorks and will be available when adding other donations.
You can view this in the Settings >> Fields, Lists, and More >> Change GiftWorks Built-In Fields
>> Honoraria/Memorials area.
Tribute List
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GiftWorks 2015 includes a number of features that make integration with FastTransact easier and
more powerful. We hope these improvements allow you to raise more and manage donations
better.
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FrontStream Enterprise Fundraising Enhanced Integration
In 2014, integration with the FrontStream Enterprise Fundraising platform was first introduced.
This integration enabled organizations to seamlessly download donation information received
through their online fundraising efforts into GiftWorks. GiftWorks 2015 builds upon this
integration by enabling organizations to download event registrants, fundraisers, team information
(teams and captains), and more so that this information can be used to enhance fundraising
efforts.
Let’s take a quick look at how this integration works.
In the FrontStream Enterprise Fundraising platform, we’ll look at a typical fundraising event page.
This fundraising page for The Great Event includes information about the fundraisers that are
involved with the event and the teams that are formed to support the event.
The Great Event Fundraising Page

In addition, there is the ability to donate directly to an organization.
Donate to the Organization
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As the fundraising for your organization grows and expands, having this information in GiftWorks
is important for follow up, new solicitation, reporting, etc. GiftWorks 2015 makes this information
easy to download and use. Let’s see how we download this information into GiftWorks.
First, you’ll need to ensure that you’re properly connected to your FrontStream Enterprise
Fundraising account within GiftWorks. This is done in the Settings >> Tools, Updates, and
Integration >> Artez Interactive Integration area where you’ll enter your login and security
information.
Enterprise Fundraising Integration Setup in GiftWorks
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An API Password is required on the previous screen. This API Password can be found by
logging into the E2RM Administration website.
API Password Information

After this information is entered into GiftWorks, click the Verify button. You’ll be presented with
the Terms and Conditions. Please read these terms and conditions carefully before agreeing,
and once you agree to these, your integration will be setup.
Integration Setup in GiftWorks Complete

Near the bottom of the screen, you’ll notice that there is a “Download Your Information into
GiftWorks” option. This is the option we’ll choose to use the new integration capabilities in
GiftWorks 2015.
Download Fundraising Information
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The screen above shows the 3 types of information that can be downloaded into GiftWorks. It
includes:
1. Fundraiser, Event, and Team information - fundraising registrations are downloaded
into GiftWorks. Fundraisers are those individuals who have registered to be part of an
event, joined a team, or have created a team.
2. Online Donations - any donations that have been given to your organization.
3. Registration Fees - any registration fees that have been paid as part of registering for an
event. If you don’t want to track registration fees as donations in GiftWorks, simply skip
this step.
In general, you should follow the order of these to ensure an orderly download. Let’s start with
Step #1.
Connect to the Enterprise Fundraising platform to Retrieve Fundraising Registrations

GiftWorks will display the number of fundraising registrations that are available to download.
Note: When this download process is complete, GiftWorks will inform the online platform that
these fundraising registrations have already been downloaded so that they are not downloaded
again at a later time. Click the Next button.
Fundraising Registration Details
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GiftWorks now displays a list of all the fundraising registrations that are available to download.
There are a number of options on this page:
1. You can click on an individual fundraising registration to view more details in the lower
box. You can also edit this information to make changes prior to downloading into
GiftWorks.
2. You can uncheck fundraising registrations if you do not want to download certain
registrations at this time.
3. You can click the link in the “Matching” column. Most often this link will say “Automatic”
which most often means that GiftWorks will add a new donor. This column may also
indicate if a donor was already found in GiftWorks through its donor matching process.
In addition to the registration information (donor name, etc.) you can also see the team name, the
event name, and more. Once you’ve reviewed the fundraising registrations in this list, click the
Next button.
An Additional Option
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GiftWorks provides an option to be able to optionally add any donors that get downloaded in the
process to a Mailing List in GiftWorks. When you’ve made the selection, click the Next button.
Ready to Download

When you’re ready, you can click the “Download Registrations” button. This will begin the
process of downloading the registrations, adding any information to GiftWorks, and then updating
the Enterprise Fundraising platform with the results (so that these registrations are not
downloaded in the future). You will see the progress that is made on the screen as the
registrations are downloaded.
Download Results
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GiftWorks has successfully downloaded this information as shown on the screen above.
The Specific Details of the Download Process

GiftWorks will provide a summary of what was completed in this process.
There are 2 more steps in this process, but before we move on to the next steps, let’s quickly
review some of the information that was downloaded into GiftWorks.
If we go to the donor dashboard, we will see the new donors (fundraising registrants) that have
been added to GiftWorks (Sue Wallace).
Donor Dashboard

If we view Sue Wallace’s donor information and click on the Details tab, we will see a
“Fundraising Information” section dedicated to her fundraising involvement.
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Details Tab for Sue Wallace

In the screen above, you will see that through Artez Interactive she was involved with the “Omar’s
Great Event” and that she was on the “Team Dell” team. The History Tab for Sue will also
indicate how this information was added to GiftWorks.
History Tab

In addition to the fundraising registration information that’s been downloaded into GiftWorks, the
team and event information has also been downloaded. This can be viewed in the Settings >>
Fields, Lists, and More >> Change GiftWorks Built-In Fields area.
Events and Teams
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Events

Teams
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Let’s return to the download process and complete the other 2 steps.
Downloading Online Donations

Step 2 of the process downloads donation information into GiftWorks. This functionality was
introduced in the previous version of GiftWorks but has been enhanced in GiftWorks 2015.
The process is similar to step #1 but with options applicable to donations. Let’s look at the list of
donations.
Donation List
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In the list above, you can see a $25 donation given from Bill Smith. This donation was given
though Sue Wallace’s fundraising page. The following screen shows more information from this
list and the last column includes information about the fundraiser (in this case, Sue Wallace).
Donation Fundraiser Information
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From the previous 2 screen, you can see a few new pieces of information that will be
downloaded. The “Events” and “Source” column include information that will be downloaded with
the donation. The “Match Payment” column will indicate if a donation that is being downloaded
matches an outstanding pledge payment. If so, the donation will be used to credit the
outstanding pledge payment to ensure that pledges are being properly maintained.
Also take note of the “directed” column. If your organization wants to allow the donor to
designate a directed purpose/restriction for their donation and then download that information into
the “Directed” field in a donation in GiftWorks, a User Defined Field in the Enterprise Fundraising
platform will need to be created and the “Data Transfer ID” needs to be set to
“GiftWorksRestriction”. By setting this up, the directed/restricted information will be downloaded
into the “Directed” field in the GiftWorks donation.
The Tribute column will contain information from “In Honor of” or “In Memory of” gifts. In the
previous version of GiftWorks, the tribute information was included in the Directed column during
the download.
The next screen will contain a variety of options when downloading donations into GiftWorks.
Donation Options
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Be sure to review these options to best understand how they affect your donations.
The Appeal option allows you to choose whether or not you want to use the information in the
“Source” column (which is a reference to the specific event page that facilitated the
donation/payment) to be designated as the “Appeal” on the donation/payment being downloaded
into GiftWorks.
When downloading this donation into GiftWorks, you will have the option to create the tribute in
GiftWorks and associate it with the donation. Most often you will want to choose the option to
create the tribute.
The “Soft-credit” options are especially important and control how a fundraiser will be credited for
a donation received as part of their fundraising efforts.
When you are ready, click the Next button.
When you are ready to download the donations, click the “Download Transactions” button and
your progress will be shown on the screen.
Download Donations
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The last screen of the process displays summary information about the donations that have been
downloaded.
Finishing Up

When viewing the donation we just downloaded, we can see how this information can be helpful
in better understanding the fundraising surrounding this donation.
Donation Information
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Notice how Sue Wallace (the fundraiser whose donation page generated this donation) has been
soft-credited for the donation. Also notice the Fundraiser Information section which includes the
Event information for this donation.
Step #3 of the process downloads Registration Fees. This process is almost identical to
Step #2 and we’ll skip going through the details of that process.
But let’s look at a few other areas in GiftWorks where this integration with the FrontStream
Enterprise Fundraising platform is helpful.
SmartLists will include criteria that will help you discover and create meaningful lists based on
powerful fundraising criteria.
Donor SmartList Criteria
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Notice the Fundraising Info section where you can see criteria like:
● Is a Fundraiser = who is actively raising funds through an online page/event?
● Is a Team Captain = who is leading a team and soliciting others to be involved?
● Any Event Participant = registered for a specific event or events
● Any Event Team Member = member of a specific team or teams
● Donated to Event = what donors gave to specific events?
● and much more…
When creating a donation SmartList, there are Fundraising criteria available also.
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Donation SmartList Criteria

Reports are also available to give you access to lists, charts, and graphs related to your
fundraising information.
Donor Reports
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Donation Reports
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These reports will help you better understand who is fundraising on your behalf, how many
fundraising dollars are being generated, and who are your most active and productive fundraisers
and advocates. For instance, the following report shows the comparison of dollars raised for your
events.
Donations by Event
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Conclusion
The enhanced integration between GiftWorks 2015 and the FrontStream Enterprise Fundraising
platform provides a powerful connection between your donor and donation management and your
online fundraising efforts. This will help you to be more effective in your fundraising by ensuring
that all your information is available through GiftWorks for solicitation, reporting, communication,
and relationship building.
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Process Recurring Donations
GiftWorks 2015 includes a new feature which builds upon the previously released recurring
donations functionality. Instead of just tracking recurring donation profiles for your donors, you
can now use built in tools to easily create donations in GiftWorks based on the donor’s schedule
of giving. Even more, you can also store credit card information for your donors and then actually
process the donations using the donor’s credit card on a daily, weekly, monthly, annual, etc.
period to ensure that you are getting the donations on a regular schedule.
The History of Recurring Donations
In GiftWorks 2015, we added the ability to track recurring donations for your donors within
GiftWorks. This feature is especially helpful for those organizations who track a significant
number of monthly, quarterly, annual gifts, etc. and want to report and analyze their recurring
giving. For a donor, you add a “recurring profile” which includes the amount, frequency, start
date, end date (optional), payment type, and other relevant information about the recurring gift.
Setting up a recurring giving profile

When you add a recurring profile, it will appear on the donor’s donation tab.
Donor’s Donations Tab
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A Recurring Profile Report

The shortcoming of the recurring profile feature in GiftWorks 2015 is that it only stores the
definition of the recurring gift - it does not actually create donations or process a transaction
(charge a credit card). Until now.
Processing Recurring Donations
GiftWorks 2015 includes the ability to take your recurring profiles, create a donation in GiftWorks
(or receive a pledge payment), and process a credit card transaction for them (if credit card
information was provided).
Note: Credit card processing is not required to use this feature. You can simply create donations
from recurring donation profiles setup for your donor. This can be especially helpful if you
process scheduled donations (monthly, etc.) using an outside solution and want to create the
donations or receive pledge payments inside of GiftWorks quickly and easily.
If you would like to process recurring donations using a donor’s credit card, you’ll need a
couple things configured.
First, you’ll need to choose a service to process your transactions. With GiftWorks 2015, you can
either choose:
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FirstGiving - aggregated payments - no monthly fee and low transaction fees. You will
receive a deposit of your funds electronically once per week.
FrontStream’s FastTransact Payment Platform - direct funding - a low monthly fee and
low transactions fees. Deposit of funds occurs within 12-24 hours.

Either service can be used to process recurring transactions and can be setup in the Settings
area of GiftWorks.
Settings Area of GiftWorks
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Choose Either FirstGiving of FastTransact

In the following example, we will use the FirstGiving service to process the recurring donations.
The following screens show the basic setup of FirstGiving.
Search for and Select Your Charity Name
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Agree to the Terms and Conditions

If you are interested in additional FirstGiving functionality, you can create a free FirstGiving
account. For the purpose of this article, we will use the minimal setup needed to process
recurring donations.
Once the setup is completed with the FrontStream service you chose, you may now set up
recurring donations for your donors.
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Let’s go back to a donor’s donation tab and click the “Recurring Profiles” subtab and click the
“Add a New Recurring Profile” link or left menu option.
Recurring Profiles Sub-tab

When adding a recurring profile, choose the payment type “FirstGiving Credit Card” to alert
GiftWorks that you would like to store credit card information for processing future transactions (if
you had chosen FastTransact, you will want to choose “FastTransact Credit Card”).
Add a Recurring Profile
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To enter the credit card information, click the “Add Credit Card” link. This will take you to the next
screen to enter the credit card details. Keep in mind that you must be connected to the Internet
to enter the credit card information.
Enter Credit Card Information
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After entering the credit card information, click the blue “Save Credit Card” button. (This
information is being collected safely and securely and is not being stored on your computer or
anywhere locally. This information is being stored on our PCI Level 1 compliant systems)
After the credit card is stored, you will be returned to the recurring profile screen but with
information indicating that a credit card has been stored. Due to PCI compliance issues, you will
only be able to see the credit card type (Visa, MasterCard, Discover, etc.), the expiration month
and year, and the last four digits of the credit card number.
Recurring Profile with Credit Card Information
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Now that the credit card information is stored with this recurring profile, we can actually process a
donation. In the above recurring profile, it is a monthly gift, starting on 8/26/2014 for $25 and has
no stated end end (meaning this gift will be processed every month until the profile is inactivated
or deleted).
When you have many recurring profiles setup for your donors with credit card information, you will
need to ensure that you’re processing these donations on a regular basis. It is likely that you will
want to review your recurring profiles daily to ensure that no donations are missed. When
recurring donations are due to be processed, you will receive a reminder on the Home Page in
the Reminders section. If you do not see the Reminders area on your Home Page, click the
“Customize” link on the left menu.
Home Page Reminders
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When you want to process recurring donations, you can either click the “Process Recurring
Profiles” link on the Home Page reminder, or you can go to the Settings area, click on Tools,
Updates, and Integration, and then click on “Process Recurring Donation Profiles”.
Process Recurring Profiles Page

Take notice of a few things on the Process Recurring Profiles Page:
 Credit card processing is not required to use this feature. You can simply create
donations from recurring donation profiles setup for your donor. This can be especially
helpful if you process scheduled donations (monthly, etc.) using an outside source and
want to create the donations inside of GiftWorks quickly and easily.
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GiftWorks will include all recurring donations that are due to be processed (see the
recurring profile above for Franklin Poolman).
GiftWorks will search for payments that need to be applied to outstanding pledges (see
the recurring profile above for Ajax Corporation). GiftWorks will search for pledge
payments for the specific donor with a matching payment amount.
There are a number of options to control the recurring profile processing including setting
the date attributed to the donations created in GiftWorks, matching to outstanding
pledges, and turning off all credit card processing.
You can also filter the recurring donation profiles that appear in the list by title, frequency,
or payment type.
A warning will be displayed at the top if there are any expired credit cards.

After checking the recurring profiles you want to process, click the Process Recurring Profiles
button.
Choose Recurring Profiles

Processing Recurring Donation Profiles
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After the processing is complete, the “Information” column will contain the results of the
processing. If there were any problems with processing the donation, it will appear in that
column. There is also a “Summary” box that appears at the bottom of the screen and contains
helpful information about the processing of the donations.
We hope this GiftWorks 2015 feature provides you the tools you need to not only track your
recurring donations but also the benefit of ensuring that your donations are processed, the
transactions are made, and all donations are able to be tracked within GiftWorks.
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Required Fields
GiftWorks 2015 includes a long awaited feature that can help you keep your donor and donation
data clean. We encourage organizations to develop standards and policies for entering
information into GiftWorks and GiftWorks 2015 includes the ability to enforce required fields when
adding or editing donors and donations in GiftWorks.
In the Settings area of GiftWorks 2015, there are two new options listed in the “Fields, Lists, and
More” which allow you to choose which fields are required.
Fields, Lists, and More settings

When choosing either of these options, you are given the opportunity to choose which fields are
required when adding or enteringinformation. In addition to choosing which fields are required,
you are also given the option to add a special message that the user will see if they do not
provide the required information.
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Choose Required Fields and Optionally Provide Special Message

When adding new donors or donations to GiftWorks, you will be prompted with a red asterisk (*)
that visually alerts you that a field is required.
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Adding a Donor with Required Fields

Keep in mind that there may be other fields marked with a red asterisk that are always required
by GiftWorks. In the above screen, notice the Display Name field is always required regardless of
whether not it was selected in the setup of the required fields.
In the event you do not provide the required information, GiftWorks will provide you with
information about the required fields that are missing. For required fields where you entered a
special message, that message will be displayed to you.
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Required Fields Warning

You will also see the required fields warning when editing existing donors. The fields will also be
marked with a red asterisk (*) and you will receive a warning when you click the Save button if the
required fields were not provided.
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Required Fields When Editing a Donor
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Required Fields When Saving a Donor

Required fields are also used when entering information into GiftWorks using SmartEntry pages.
SmartEntry Pages are useful for entering a lot of information quickly, and are even more
enhanced by ensuring that required information isn’t missed.
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Required Fields in SmartEntry Pages

Keep in mind that required fields will not be enforced when using the import, download, or batch
tools within GiftWorks.
Required Fields will let you enforce the information policies for your organization inside of
GiftWorks. This will help to improve the quality of data that is making its way into GiftWorks when
adding or editing donors or donations.
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Adding Files for Donation
GiftWorks has long had the ability to add files to donors so that you could store extra pictures,
important files, etc. so that these documents and files would be stored and available to all
GiftWorks users who are viewing the donor. In GiftWorks 2015 we’ve added the ability to store
files with donations and pledge payments. Let’s take a look at how this works.
To get started, you’ll need to make sure that File Storage is configured for GiftWorks. This can
be setup in the Settings >> Organization Options and Setup >> Configure Your GiftWorks File
Storage area. (If you have already been adding files for your donors, then this setup has already
been completed)
If your file storage is turned off, you will need to turn it on.
File Storage Configuration - Turned Off

Click the Turn GiftWorks File Storage On button to get started.
File Storage Configuration - Turned On
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Now when viewing a donation for a donor, you will see an option on the left menu to begin adding
files for this donation.
Add a File Menu Option
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Click the Add a File link to add a file to this donation. You can choose a file and provide a title,
description, and date for the file.
Add a File Screen

On the Files tab when viewing a donation, you will see a list of files that have been added for the
donation. The Options menu on the right side of the screen will allow you to do different things
with the file including:
 Editing the details for the file that you’ve added
 Opening or viewing the file
 Saving a copy to your computer
 Deleting the file
Files Tab of a Donations
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The ability to add files is also available for Pledge Payments and is accomplished in the same
manner as for a donation. When files are added to pledge payments, these files can been seen
when viewing the pledge. Keep in mind that all files from any of the pledge payments will appear
when viewing the pledge.
Viewing Pledge Files

In the above image, notice that the pledge displays the files that are associated with 2 of the
pledge payments that have been made toward this pledge.
In the same way as pledges, all the files from donations and pledges will be visible from the
donor’s Notes, Tasks, and Files tab.
Notes, Tasks, and Files Tab
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This new GiftWorks 2015 feature will help you better track information about your donations,
pledges and pledge payments and ensure that all the information is available within GiftWorks.
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Importing Memberships
Membership tracking was first introduced in GiftWorks 2015 and allowed you to track
membership programs, level, benefits, and more. GiftWorks 2015 includes a new feature which
allows you to import memberships into GiftWorks so that you can quickly get started using
memberships. Or if you need to transfer memberships from another system to GiftWorks on a
regular basis, this new feature will make importing those memberships quick and easy.
Let’s start with a fairly simple Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that contains basic donor and
membership information. This will illustrate how easy it is to import memberships into GiftWorks.
Excel Spreadsheet with Donor and Membership Information

The spreadsheet contains membership information that can be imported into GiftWorks.
 Donor information (name, address, etc.) - this information is used to add new donor
information or update existing donors in GiftWorks. If you do want to add membership
information to existing donors, be sure to refer to the GiftWorks Import Guide to better
understand how to configure your import.
 Donation/Payment information - this information represents a donation being added for a
donor and being attributed (credited) toward the membership dues.
 Apply to Memberships - should the donations being imported be used to pay for
membership dues?
 Membership Program & Level - what kind of membership?
 Membership Start Date - when does the membership begin?
 Membership Expire Date - when does the membership end?
 Membership Dues - how much are the dues for this membership?
 Membership Type - what type of membership is this - New, Renewal, Upgrade, or
Downgrade?
 Membership Status - is this an Pending, Active, or Inactive Membership? (Inactive
memberships can be imported if you want to have a record of historical memberships)
Before importing this information into GiftWorks, we will need to go and setup the membership
programs and levels. This can be done in the Settings >> Fields, Lists, and More >> Change
GiftWorks Built-in Fields area of GiftWorks.
Configuring Membership Information in GiftWorks
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Here we’ll add the programs and levels to match what we’re importing.
Adding the Membership Program
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Adding the Membership Levels
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Once you have configured the memberships, you’re ready to import the membership information.
Start an import in GiftWorks from the Settings >> Import, Export, and Data Management >>
Import Data >> Import a File area.
Choose the Microsoft Excel file that contains the membership information.
Select the Microsoft Excel File
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Verify the Information to be Imported
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When importing memberships, there are some options that can help to ensure that your
membership import will produce the results you’re hoping to achieve.
Membership Import Options

Existing Memberships - when importing memberships and a donor already has an existing
membership, how should GiftWorks handle this scenario? You have the choice to ignore the
imported membership, deactivate the existing membership and import the new one, or update the
existing membership with the membership information that’s being imported.
Associate Donations with a Membership - when importing donations, these options can be
used to control how membership dues are credited.
On the mapping screen, you’ll map the fields as you would on a normal import. In the following
screen, you’ll notice that we’ve mapped the donor information, the donation information, and
some of the basic membership fields.
Mapping the Basic Import Fields
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There are two fields which still need to be mapped - Membership Program and Level and
Membership Status. When mapping these fields, you will be prompted to match the values that
are being imported from your spreadsheet with the values that are configured in GiftWorks.
Mapping the Program and Level
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The same will be done for the Membership Status.
Mapping the Membership Status
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With all the fields mapped, the import can be tested to ensure that the import is ready to be
completed.
Test the Import
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Notice the importer now includes a report of the memberships that will be created. Review this
information and proceed to the actual import.
Completing the Import
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With the import is complete, we can review the results by viewing a donor to ensure the
membership has been imported correctly. Let’s take a look at Mary Jones’ donor detail screen.
Donor Details - Membership Information
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Notice that the membership has been imported with the correct membership program, level,
dues, start date, expire date, and type. Also notice that the $50 donation has been received and
applied to this membership leaving an outstanding dues amount of $25.
Let’s take a look at Jim Franklin. We had imported an Inactive membership so that we could
store old memberships for the donor.
Donor Details - Inactive Membership
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There are other options and fields that can be used when importing memberships. Be sure to
review each option and the available fields when preparing your import. Also, be sure to backup
your GiftWorks information prior to importing information in the event you get some unexpected
results.
We hope this new GiftWorks 2015 feature helps you manage and track your memberships in the
most efficient and effective way.
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